CLASS # 42

PAINT ROLLER FRAME
These industrial paint roller frames are made of a heavy gauge steel that
won’t flex, bend, or break. They really stand up to the abuse.
The roller will spin freely even when under the weight of a fully loaded,
heavy nap roller cover and the wire wheel has five supports, unlike cheaper,
four support frames, and they are embedded in the support ends, not lightly
brazed to the end caps. The back end cap has a built in roller stop to prevent
the cover from slipping or squeezing loose from the frame.
The ergonomically shaped handle is molded directly onto the frame and
has a threaded inner core for screw extension poles. Imported.

ITEM#:
FR01195

DESCRIPTION:
PROFESSIONAL PAINT ROLLER FRAME

CLASS # 42

PAINT ROLLER COVERS
These are top quality paint roller covers, designed for the professional.
They have sturdy phenolic cores that won’t flex or warp and they’re expertly
finished and trimmed.
Syn-Lam® Roller Covers
These are the best quality knitted wool and
polyester blend, high density roller covers
made for professional paint applications.
ITEM#:
RC70025
RC70038
RC70050
RC70075
RC70100
RC70125

SIZE:
9”
9”
9”
9”
9”
9”

NAP:
1/4”
3/8”
1/2”
3/4”
1”
1-1/4”

RC69838
RC69875

18”
18”

3/8”
3/4”

Hi-Tech Polyester Covers
100% pure polyester fabric for one coat
quality. Securely epoxy set on a sturdy,
polypropylene plastic core.
ITEM#:
RC01893
RC01895
RC01896
RC01898

SIZE:
9”
9”
9”
9”

NAP:
1/4”
3/8”
1/2”
3/4”

Micro Perlon Roller Covers
Perlon covers for semi smooth surfaces for
use with all paints. 4” and 6” in length and
sold in packs of 12. (3/4” nap is sold in 10
packs.) Priced per pack.
ITEM#:
RC07746
RC07762
RC07764
RC07766
RC07767

SIZE:
4”
6-1/2”
6-1/2”
6-1/2”
6-1/2”

NAP:
1/2”
1/4”
3/8”
1/2”
3/4”

QTY:
12PK
12PK
12PK
12PK
10PK

CLASS # 42

WOOD HANDLE ‘CHIP’ BRUSHES
These wood handled multi purpose paint brushes are often referred to as
‘chip brushes’. Though not an expensive, reusable brush, they’re fairly good
quality, won’t streak or leave bristles on the painted surface, yet inexpensive
and disposable. They can be used for many different applications without the
hassle of cleaning when finished. Simply toss them away.
Excellent for spreading glue, solvents, tar, varnish, base coat paints, roof
coating or any other type of spreadable material. Also great for dusting metal
or wood chips and cleaning machinery. Imported.

ITEM#:
PB1
PB2
PB3
PB4

DESCRIPTION:
1” WOOD HANDLE ‘CHIP’ PAINTBRUSH
2” WOOD HANDLE ‘CHIP’ PAINTBRUSH
3” WOOD HANDLE ‘CHIP’ PAINTBRUSH
4” WOOD HANDLE ‘CHIP’ PAINTBRUSH

CLASS # 42

10 PC. FOAM PAINT BRUSH SET
This 10 piece set of wood handle foam brushes is handy for use around
the shop or home. They’re wedge shaped foam pads, reinforced inside, with
wooden dowel handles and they make great disposable paint brushes.
They work well with all latex and enamel paints and are perfect for any
glue applications. Not recommended for varnish or lacquers as this will melt
the foam.
Also great for ‘cutting in’ around edges and hard to reach areas before
rolling on paint and for fine detail work on moldings and doors.
Set Includes:
3 - 2”
1 - 4”

5 - 1”

1 - 3”

ITEM#:
FOAM10PC

DESCRIPTION:
10 PC. FOAM BRUSH SET

CLASS # 42

PAINT BRUSHES
These are top quality paint brushes designed for the professional. GAM’s
new paint brush technology offers the leading edge in quality with a design
to accommodate almost any application.
Coppertone Polyester Brushes
A precise performance formulation of
solid round tapered (SRT) polyester assures
smooth application. All filaments are tipped
and flagged for the maximum coverage per
stroke without brush marks.
ITEM#:
PX02532
PX02533
PX02534
PX02535
PX02537

SIZE:
1-1/2”
2”
2-1/2”
3”
4”

TYPE:
Paint/Varnish
Paint/Varnish
Paint/Varnish
Paint/Varnish
Paint/Varnish

PX02562
PX02563
PX02564
PX02565

1-1/2”
2”
2-1/2”
3”

Angled Sash
Angled Sash
Angled Sash
Angled Sash

Tradesman Poly Bristle Brushes
Designed especially for all production
painting. Handmade, chisel trimmed and
they feature guaranteed epoxy settings and
professional, smooth, plain wood handles.
ITEM#:
FT02022
FT02023
FT02024
FT02025
FT02027

SIZE:
1-1/2”
2”
2-1/2”
3”
4”

TYPE:
Paint/Varnish
Paint/Varnish
Paint/Varnish
Paint/Varnish
Paint/Varnish

FT02032
FT02033
FT02034
FT02035

1-1/2”
2”
2-1/2”
3”

Angled Sash
Angled Sash
Angled Sash
Angled Sash

White China Bristle Brushes
Featuring 100% natural, undyed white
bristles, this brush is particularly welcomed
by the marine trade and those who use fine
finishes. They are well balanced and chisel
trimmed. For use with oil based paints and
varnishes.
ITEM#:
FT02043
FT02044

SIZE:
2”
2-1/2”

TYPE:
Paint/Varnish
Paint/Varnish

FT02053
FT02054

2”
2-1/2”

Angled Sash
Angled Sash

CLASS # 42

3-PC BRUSH SET
These are top quality paint brushes designed for the professional. Each
brush in this 3 piece set is hand crafted and provides superior results with all
latex paints and oil based paints and finishes.
Each brush is filled 100% with solid, round, tapered (SRT) polyester
and nylon filaments that are scientifically blended, tipped and flagged. Solid
round filaments apply paint evenly and smoothly.
The plain wood handles are sanded to a fine, smooth finish and weight
balanced to make these brushes one of the most comfortable brushes on the
jobsite. This set includes one each of 1-1/2” angle, 2-1/2” angle and a 3” flat
in a clamshell package.

ITEM#:
DESCRIPTION:
PX02573 3 PC. PROFESSIONAL PAINT BRUSH SET

CLASS # 42

PRE-TAPED DROP CLOTH
Pre-taped drop cloths are a painter’s best friend because they’re quick and
easy to use and involve very little cleanup. These are Perfect Masker® brand
drop cloths and used by demanding professionals all over the country. They
feature American made masking tape which sticks well and removes without
leaving a gummy film.
The polypropylene attached right to the tape is a high density, light weight
plastic sheeting available in 48” or 21” wide rolls in 100’ lengths and are 0.5
mil thick.
They are very easy to use by simply running them along ceiling lines, wall
base boards, windows, doors or any surface that needs to be masked against
paint splatter.

ITEM#:
DC21
DC48

SIZE:
21” x 100’
48” x 100’

DESCRIPTION:
PRE-TAPED DROP CLOTH
PRE-TAPED DROP CLOTH

CLASS # 42

CANVAS DROP CLOTHS
These painters’ drop cloths are constructed of 8 oz. canvas material which
resists spills such as paint, lacquer, and other liquids. Perfect for covering of floors,
furniture, carpets, hallways, plants etc. while painting or refinishing.
Hems and seams are double stitched and they’re completely washable and
reusable. Available in 4 popular sizes.

ITEM#:
SIZE:
CDC412
4’ x 12’
CDC415
4’ x 15’
CDC912
9’ x 12’
CDC1215 12’ x 15’

DESCRIPTION:
8 OZ. CANVAS DROP CLOTH
8 OZ. CANVAS DROP CLOTH
8 OZ. CANVAS DROP CLOTH
8 OZ. CANVAS DROP CLOTH

CLASS # 42

POLY COATED DROP CLOTHS
These drop cloths are made of industrial grade canvas fabric with blue color
poly coating at the back to prevent paint spills to the floor. Since the coated side is
to be used down, the blue coating makes it easier for painters to see which side to
be used down.
Poly coated drop cloth is economical as compared to butyl drop cloth and is
equally effective as canvas fabric absorbs and poly backing prevents any paint or
stain leaks.

ITEM#:
SIZE:
PCD412
4’ x 12’
PCD415
4’ x 15’
PCD912
9’ x 12’
PCD1215 12’ x 15’

DESCRIPTION:
POLY COATED DROP CLOTH
POLY COATED DROP CLOTH
POLY COATED DROP CLOTH
POLY COATED DROP CLOTH

CLASS # 42

TACK CLOTHS
Gerson® tack cloths give you a mirror smooth finish on the most critical
paint jobs. They pick up and hold all dust, lint, and sanding residue and leave
the painting surface blemish free. Great for all painting preparation including
that for aircraft, boats, machinery, furniture and they’re the most popular tack
rags on the market for multi coat automotive painting.
They’re wax and silicone free, non-toxic and made from surgical grade,
lint free, bleached gauze. They’re 20” x 12” and are individually wrapped to
hold their ‘tackiness’ for long periods on the shelf.
Available in three grades: blue is a light tack, white is a medium and tan
is heavy tack. Also available in ‘Blend Prep’ for light applications in between
multi-coat paintings.
Packed 12 individually wrapped rags per box, 144 per case and must be
sold by the dozen. Dozens can not be mixed.

ITEM#:
G2001B
G2001W
G2001T

GRADE:
BLUE
WHITE
TAN

DESCRIPTION:
GERSON TACK CLOTH (DZ.)
GERSON TACK CLOTH (DZ.)
GERSON TACK CLOTH (DZ.)

G2603BP

BLEND PREP

GERSON TACK CLOTH (DZ.)

CLASS # 42

6” x 9” SCUFF PADS
These are the 6” x 9” scouring pads that body shops use for prep work,
mechanics use to remove old gasket material, or any of another 1,001 uses!!
They’re used in household chores, service vehicles, and in most garages and
shops.
They are made from non woven, synthetic fiber bonded with aluminum
silicate (green), aluminum oxide (maroon), silicon carbide (gray), or the non
abrasive (white). They don’t rust, stain or shred and are completely washable
for repeated use. They’re also excellent for use with most solvents.
They come in four colors and grades: Green is semi coarse, Maroon is
medium grade, Gray is ultra fine, and White is non-abrasive. They provide
tough cleaning power without scratching surfaces.

ITEM#:
436004
460004
463504
422304

COLOR:
GREEN
MAROON
GRAY
WHITE

DESCRIPTION:
6” x 9” ALUMINUM SILICATE PAD
6” x 9” ALUMINUM OXIDE PAD
6” x 9” ULTRA FINE SILICON CARBIDE
6” x 9” NON-ABRASIVE PAD

CLASS # 42

DISPOSABLE DUST MASK
These disposable, double strap dust masks or ‘nuisance’ masks as they are
also called, are to provide comfort against dust, pollen, animal dander, grass
clippings and other airborne particles.
They are not for heavy use around paints and chemicals or to provide lung
protection against such toxins. They are used for light duty work in any dust
filled area, for landscaping, crawl spaces, sawdust, ash cleaning, etc.
The double strap feature keeps the mask comfortably in place covering the
nose and mouth. 50 masks per box. Imported.

ITEM#:
630

DESCRIPTION:
DISPOSABLE DUST MASKS 50 PCS.

CLASS # 42

INVERTED SPRAY PAINT
The special Spray-Thru™ cap on Krylon® inverted paint allows paint to
be sprayed consistently and evenly upside down without clogging. It is lead
free, water based paint with a high solids formulation for bright, very visible
markings on concrete, pavement, gravel, grass, brick, asphalt, and dirt.
Used for marking recreational areas, athletic fields, utility and highway
sites, surveying and construction marking, golf courses and many other area
highlighting applications.
Available in a variety of bright, fluorescent colors or golf course marker
in white and red. It is fast drying, and the high solids formulation penetrates
and adheres to hot surfaces. It is VOC compliant, free of lead hazards and is
available in 12 Oz. cans which can be used by hand or with the optional roll
around marking wand. Meets California clean air regulations.

ITEM#:
FSPOR
FSPRO
FSPBL
FSPRD
FSPWT
FSPYW
FSPGN
FSPP

COLOR:
FLUORESCENT ORANGE
RED/ORANGE
FLUORESCENT BLUE
RED
WHITE
FLUORESCENT YELLOW
FLUORESCENT GREEN
FLUOR. PURPLE (17 Oz.)

DESCRIPTION:
INVERTED PAINT
INVERTED PAINT
INVERTED PAINT
INVERTED PAINT
INVERTED PAINT
INVERTED PAINT
INVERTED PAINT
INVERTED PAINT

FSPMW

34” ROLL AROUND MARKING WAND

CLASS # 42

APPROVED SPRAY PAINT
These inverted paints have been approved by the American Public Works
Association as being environmentally safe, lead free, water based and safe to
be used in public works areas such as city, county and government sectors.
They are used by all highway departments, utility companies, recreational
and maintenance companies as well as any public contractors. The inverted
tip allows the paint to be used in an upside down position without clogging.
Each can is equipped with the specially designed ‘Spray-Thru’™ cap that
does not need to be removed before use, and assures no accidental spraying.
It’s quick drying, available in 20 Oz. cans and can be used by hand or with a
marking wand, (sold separately). USA made.

ITEM#:
APWAOR
APWABL
APWARD
APWAWT
APWAYW
APWAGN

COLOR:
ORANGE
BLUE
RED
WHITE
YELLOW
GREEN

DESCRIPTION:
APWA INVERTED PAINT
APWA INVERTED PAINT
APWA INVERTED PAINT
APWA INVERTED PAINT
APWA INVERTED PAINT
APWA INVERTED PAINT

FSPMW

34” ROLL AROUND MARKING WAND

CLASS # 42

ATHLETIC FIELD STRIPING MACHINE
This athletic field striping machine features large 10” wheels that elevate
the carriage providing an even ride over rough or uneven surfaces. It is ideal
for grass, dirt, gravel or any other surface.
It has 18 gauge all steel construction, 12-can storage and will stripe 2” to
4” widths. Krylon’s® new universal tip, available on both water-based and
solvent based inverted paints, works perfectly in this machine for improved
crisp clean lines.

ITEM#:
DESCRIPTION:
951
ATHLETIC FIELD STRIPING MACHINE

CLASS # 42

5 in 1 PAINTER’S TOOL
This 5 in 1 painter’s tool is the handiest tool in a painter’s arsenal. It is a
fully hardened, stainless steel blade with a plastic handle that functions as a
scraper, a nail puller, a crack widener, paint can opener, and roller squeegee.
The sharp, pointed end is for cleaning and widening cracks for patching,
the blade across the top for spreading spackle or for scraping, and the curved
cutout is used to scrape excess paint from roller covers prior to cleaning.
The flattened end is used to open paint can lids and hammer them closed
and is also used as a nail puller. It measures 7-1/2” long from end to end and
it has a reinforced hole on the handle for hanging from a wall or peg board.

ITEM#:
348

DESCRIPTION:
5 IN 1 PAINTER’S TOOL

CLASS # 42

8 PC. UTILITY KNIFE SET
This ‘snap off’ cutter set contains eight of the most popular utility knives
for any situation. The razors inside each knife are in precut sections so when
a blade gets dull simply snap it off to expose the next sharp blade and you’re
ready to go. A great set for any shop or tool box. Imported.
8 Pc. High Visibility Snap-Off Cutter Set Includes:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

ITEM#:
628

1- Utility Knife
1- 12 Point Mini Snap-Off Knife
1- 12 Point Small Snap-Off Knife
1- Utility Scraper
1- Mini Cutter
1- Safety Scraper
1- 12 Point Medium Snap-Off Knife
1- 8 Point Large Snap-Off Knife

DESCRIPTION:
8 PC. UTILITY KNIFE SET

CLASS # 42

3 WAY STRETCH SPRAY SOCK
Gerson® 3-way stretch spray socks are the industry’s leading protection
against overspray on the hair, face and neck of the user. Whether you’re in a
spray booth or outside, these spray socks have you covered with a cool, and
comfortable, all cotton protector.
They can be stretched to cover the mouth and nose, just your mouth, or
pull them down a little further to expose your entire face. One size fits all.

ITEM#:
70195

DESCRIPTION:
GERSON 3 WAY STRETCH SPRAY SOCK

CLASS # 42

UTILITY KNIVES & BLADES
8 Point Snap Off Utility Knife
ITEM#: 633

8 Point Snap Off Blades
ITEM#: 633B

Molded from ABS plastic and contoured
to fit the hand. The blade is pushed up
with the thumb lever and securely locks
into place. The blade is segmented into
8 breakaway portions that are simple to
snap off when one blade becomes dull.

Replacement blades for the # 633
snap off utility knife. 5 blades per
pack, 8 segments per blade. Sold
per pack of 5.

Retractable Utility Knife
ITEM#: 631

Utility Knife Blades (100 PK.)
ITEM#: 629

Metal utility knife with retractable blade
used for cutting boxes, leather, plastics,
rubber, carpets, etc. Replacement blades
available: (See item # 629).

High Carbon / Tungsten steel and
honed to a razor sharp edge. They
fit most popular utility knives on
the market. 100 blades per box.

CLASS # 42

FOLDING UTILITY KNIFE
This handy, folding utility knife and box cutter is just 3-1/2” long when
folded and can be stored easily in a pocket. It features a lock back design for
safety as well as quick change for fast and easy blade changes.
Comes with five extra blades and a spring loaded plastic case. The
handle is lightweight and has a pocket clip for convenience. Use standard
utility knife blades, #629. Import.

Folding Utility Knife
ITEM#: KNIFE1

Utility Knife Blades (100 PK.)
ITEM#: 629

High Carbon / Tungsten steel and
honed to a razor sharp edge. They
fit most popular utility knives on
the market. 100 blades per box.

ITEM#:
KNIFE1
629

DESCRIPTION:
LOCK BACK FOLDING UTILITY KNIFE
UTILITY KNIFE BLADES - 100 PACK

CLASS # 42

QUICK CHANGE UTILITY KNIFE
This metal body utility knife features a flip out blade compartment which holds
up to 8 standard utility knife blades. The simple ‘quick change’ feature allows user
to change to a fresh, sharp blade with a flick of the thumb.
When old blade has dulled, simply push the thumb lever and it will eject. Then
push back on the lever and forward again and a new blade is instantly loaded and
ready to go.
The body is heavy duty die cast zinc with a comfortable, ergonomic shape and
a non-slip rubber grip. They are rugged and durable utility knives and the ‘lock and
load’ feature for the quick changing of blades makes this the only utility knife you
will ever want. Comes with 8 high quality blades.

ITEM#:
N090
629

DESCRIPTION:
‘QUICK-CHANGE’ UTILITY KNIFE
UTILITY KNIFE BLADES (100 PK)

CLASS # 42

UTILITY KNIFE BLADES
#9 Single Edge Razor Blades (100 PK.)
ITEM#: 627

8 Point Snap Off Blades (5 PK.)
ITEM#: 633B

Ultra keen, double honed edges ideal for
scraping, cutting and trimming. They fit
all standard razor blade tools and have
an unbendable, steel back. 100 per box.

Replacement blades for the # 633
snap off utility knife. 5 blades per
pack, 8 segments per blade. Sold
per pack of 5.

Deep Cut Hook Blades (100 PK.)
ITEM#: HOOK

Utility Knife Blades (100 PK.)
ITEM#: 629

Used for cutting carpet, linoleum or roof
materials without damaging the surface
beneath. Deep cut .022 thick and packed
100 blades per dispenser.

High Carbon / Tungsten steel and
honed to a razor sharp edge. They
fit most popular utility knives on
the market. 100 blades per box.

CLASS # 42

24” PAINT MIXER
Also called a ‘mud mixer’, this handy device fits into a drill and is used
for mixing paint, plaster or other large volumes of liquid materials. It is 24”
long with a 5-1/2” wide base. The spiral design allows for rapid mixing and
release of air bubbles.
The shaft is a 1/2” hex and will fit into any 1/2” drill or larger. (It is not
recommended for cordless drills as it is likely to run down a charge and bog
down the drill.) The shaft is slanted at a 70° angle for easier mixing with less
fatigue and it is constructed of heavy steel with an enamel coating to prevent
rust and corrosion.

ITEM#:
MX24

DESCRIPTION:
24” x 5-1/2” STEEL PAINT MIXER

CLASS # 42

32 OZ. PAINT MIXING CUP
These E-Z Mix paint mixing cups are “proudly made in the U.S.A.” and the
perfect solution to saving money on mixing paints. These disposable cups can save
50% and more over the cost of metal cans.
They are recommended by the major paint companies and feature the most
popular mixing ratios printed clearly on the cup. These cups are 32oz. capacity and
environmentally smart. These are Platinum cups designed for PPG paint users with
PPG ratios. They do not include lids.

ITEM#:
PMC32

DESCRIPTION:
32 OZ. PAINT MIXING CUPS

